It is known that the ancestors of the Chuvashs descended from Turkic nomads who, in the first years of the Christian Era, had immigrated to the West from middle Asia and then moved off to Eastern Europe, after living in the North Caucasus for a while. Bulgarians, whose name first appeared in the year 482\(^1\) (noted as Onogur Turks in Byzantine documents), lived in Eastern Europe in disorganized clans, and established states in various times. The native people of the Middle Volga and Ural regions were gathered in Fin-Ugor communities. Starting in the first years of Christians era, many Turks came to this region from West Siberia and the South Urals. Between the second and fourth centuries, Huns living in the Volga-Cholman region were the very first Turks to be documented. It is thought that some part of Fin-Ugars were Turkified during this period.\(^2\) Unogurs, who are considered to be the ancestors of Bulgarians, occupied West Siberia and spread up to Middle Volga in the first years of Christian Era.\(^3\) Later on, Unogurs joined them and became a part of the huge Hun Throng.\(^4\)

This huge Hun Throng, lead by Attila, started to collapse after his death in 453. Attila’s son Irnek managed to hold the Hun clans together for some more time. Hun clans named Sharagur, Ugor and Onogur were said by Byzantine history writers to have settled on the land between the Tuna and Volga rivers North of the Black Sea. Some of the clans were lead by Irnek in 453. Irnek’s sovereignty didn’t last long among the clans. The empire fell apart rapidly. The two big Turk clans under this emperor, the Kutrigur and the Utigurs, immigrated to a region close to the Azach Sea.

The name “Bulgar” is accepted to have come from the verb root “bulga”, which means “mixed” or “to become part of”. Bulga is the common name of these two clans. These two clans, which are also mentioned with the name Onogur, were the first clans that spoke Western Turkic (Western Hunish), which is only spoken by Chuvashs today. During the relations of the Kutrigur and Utigurs with the Byzantine Government, it is known that the Byzantines sent missionaries and translated the Bible into the Onogur-Bulgar language.\(^5\) However, neither these translations, nor any other documents related to this language reached present day. Because the Byzantines made war continuously, the Kutrigurs immigrated to the West and Utigurs to the east of the Azach Sea (Kuban region) in order to protect their borders at the end of the sixteenth century. In the year 555, Utigur Bulgarians settled in a region close to Caucasus. At the same time, the Avars, who were of the Mongol origin, were escaping from the pressure of II. East Turkic Khakans passed Volga in 552 and went to Europe. In 567, having Hungarian land as their center, they took other communities under sovereignty. The reason for Kutrigur and Utigurs’ immigration is said to have been the Avars.

---

2 A. N. Kurat 1949a: 781.
3 A. N. Kurat 1949a: 781.
4 A. N. Kurat 1949a: 782.
Kutrigur and Utigurs founded separate states afterwards and lived in Dnyper, and settled in the Tuna region with the permission of the Byzantines. The Byzantines had to come to a solemn agreement with the Kutrigurs, lead by Asparuh, that passed Tuna, and they invaded Dobruca. In this way, the Tuna Bulgarian State was officially accepted. During Asparuh’s son Terves’ leadership, relations with the Byzantines developed. After Tervel Tvirem Khan (718-721) had died, Sevar (721-736), Kormisos (737-754), Sovineh (754-760), Teleç (760-763), Savinos (763-765), Umor (May 765-June 765) ruled the country in turn. During Telerig’s leadership, there was chaos in the country. Kardam (777-803) put an end to the chaos. The Tuna State had the most successful period during Krum Khan’s (803-814) leadership. Krum Khan invaded Istanbul in 813, but couldn’t conquer the city because of his sudden death. The country went forward economically and culturally during the rule of Krum Khan’s son Omurtag (814-832). During Boris’s period who ruled the country from 852 to 890, after Malamyr had ruled from 831 to 836, the Bulgarians accepted Christianity as their official religion in 864.

Greek Priests started to baptize people. The Bulgarian Church stayed with a priest who was independent from the Byzantines, and the two states signed a solemn agreement of thirty years. During Boris’s son Simeon’s period, from 893 to 927, Balkans and Bulgarians became Slavic Christians. The Bulgarian Turkic exploitation by South Slavonic was forgotten. After Simeon, the country divided into two parts and become a Byzantine State during Yoannis’s leadership. In 1018, Bulgaria was entirely under Byzantine rule, and the Bulgarian Tuna State didn’t exist any more. The written documents from Bulgarian Tuna are:

1. Tuna Bulgarian Khakans lists (Umor period 765).
2. Only one sentence notes which priest Tudor Doksov wrote (907) in the translation papers of Saint Athanasius’s Sermon’s.
3. The very first Bulgarian inscription in Nagy-Szent-Miklos’s treasure.
4. Turkic sentences and idioms in the very first Bulgarian inscriptions.
5. Ethnic names in Bulgarian Turkic in Byzantine written sources.
6. The borrowed words in Bulgarian from old Church Slavonic language (T. Tekin 1987b: 12).

As mentioned above, after the separation of Kutrigur and Utigurs, Utigurs settled to the east of Azak Sea in a region named Kuban. At the end of sixth century the reason

---

6 In today's Hungarian there is thought to be more more that three hundred Bulgarian words that has been borrowed from Kuban Bulgarian (T. Tekin 1987b: 11). Though where and when the Bulgar's (Utigur) and the Hungarians met and for how long they were together is till a matter if discussion. According to Gombocz (1912: 194-208) the relation between them came about in the seventh and
of Kuban Bulgarians coming to the Middle Volga region, they met Turkified Fin-Ugors and native Fin-Ugor people whose origin were Huns. Because the second East Turk Khakans settled in the Middle Asia, reached Volga borders, and Volga Bulgarians were dependent on Khakans.

We have very little knowledge about the position of Volga Bulgarians between the seventh and the ninth centuries. It is only known that they lived under Khazarian sovereign like Kutrigurs (Tuna Bulgarians). It is also known that in this same century. Volga Bulgarians had trade relations with Muslim countries and these relations with the Muslim countries and these relations spread from Iran to Harzem (Kurat 1949a: 782). Since their land was appropriate for farming, they were very successful in agriculture. Since of the trade relations of Bulgarians with Islamic countries, Islam started to spread. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, they are seen as a farming and Merchant community with mosques and schools. Also at the end of this century, Ibn-i Fadlan was among the ambassadors committee that Baghdad Caliph sent to Bulgarian sovereign Almush (920-921) (Kurat 1949a: 783). Fadlan, after returning to his country wrote a book telling his memories and impressions about Volga Bulgarians (Kurat 1949a: 783). During this period of time, Volga Bulgarians were under the sovereignty of Hazarians and their capital was a Bulgarian city that was 6.5 km from Volga. The relations of Bulgarian cities with Muslim countries continued in the eleventh and the twelfth centuries.

Russian-Bulgarian relations were first registered in a Russian document in 985 (Kurat 1949a: 789). Vladimir’s attack on Bulgarians is narrated in this document. Then peace was made and a trade agreement was signed between Russia and the Bulgarians in 1006 (Kurat 1949a: 789). At the time Genghis Khakan’s armies invaded West of the land of Turkomans, a Mongolian help lead by Subutay and Cebe passed the Caucasus. After defeating the Kypcaks and Russians, they went towards the Caspian Sea to join the Mongolian forces, but were killed by Bulgarians, who tricked them. In the spring of 1236, the Mongolian Turkic Army led by Batuhan started to attack the Bulgarians, and in the autumn of 1237 the conquered the Volga Bulgarian State. The Bulgarian Capital was destroyed. Bulgarian Khakan continued to govern after the foundation of the Golden Horde State. The Bulgarian Capital was built up and restored again, but it couldn’t gain its previous importance, because Saray, the capital of the Golden Horne, became an important trade center. The Bulgarians, who escaped to the North, founded Kazan. Ulug Muhammet Khan founded the Kazan Khakanate in 1437. The Bulgarian Capital lost its importance entirely.

In the fourteenth century, the Golden Horne State weakened and was separated into small states. Kazan Khakanate, which was founded in the fifteenth century, comprised today’s Chuvashia. After the collapse of Kazan Khakanate, Russian Czar
Dreadful Ivan in 1552 started to control the region. We encounter the Chuvash name in Russian sources written in the first half of this century. Chuvashs, who were forced to pay protection money to Russia, lost all the land they had possessed. Very poor villagers quit farming, which was their tradition, and started to work as laborers or as transporters on the Volga River. Some left the region while looking for a job, some immigrated to Turkey.\(^7\)

By 1650, the Chuvashes had united with the Moscow Government. The Chuvash region was shared by the Simbirsk and Kazan States in the seventeenth century.\(^8\)

Beginning in the nineteenth century, Chuvashs acquainted Islam and the became Muslims, while they were under control of the Golden Horde State, but in the following years, with the intense influence of Russia, they started accept Christianity and contrary to the Tatars, most of them were baptized. With this purpose, Russians tried to translate The Bible to Chuvashian. They prepared a grammar in Chuvashian to teach the language to missionaries. The first grammar was prepared in 1769. Afterwards, religious texts were translated in Chuvashian. The Eastern Languages Faculty of Kazan University initiated the language research. With this innovation, a series of studies were made in the beginning of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Also V. P. Vishnevskiy’s grammar and dictionary was published.

At the beginning of twentieth century, there were developments against the government. In March 1917, a Soviet force was formed in Cheboksary, and this spread thoroughly Chuvashistan in May 1918. During this civil war, opposite fractions were in conflict continuously. At last, the Bolsheviks gained control, and a Chuvash Autonomous Region was formed within the structure of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on June 24, 1920. On April 21, 1925, the region’s name was changed to the Chuvash Autonomous Socialist Republic (Chuvash ASSR).\(^9\) In 1990, after the disintegration of The Soviet Union, they accepted the name Chuvash Republic, and joined the Russian Federation.

CHUVASHIA

Chuvashia is 600 km east of Moscow, in Middle Volga. There is also the Mari Republic in the North and northwest, the Tatar Republic in the North and northwest, the Tatar Republic in the east, and the Mordvin Republic in the southwest.

The area of this region is 18,300 square kilometers. The capital is Cheboksary in the Russian and Shupashcar in the Chuvash language. The population of Cheboksary according to a 1979 census is 308,000. There are 9 cities and 6 settled regions. According to a 1979 census, this population of Chuvashia was 1,298,611. There were

---

\(^7\) Sh. Akiner 1983: 71.
\(^8\) J. R. Krueger 1961: 8-10.
887,738 Chuvashes, 37,573 Tatars, 338,150 Russians and 35,150 of who were of other groups living in the region.

According to the same count, the regional population of Chuvashs was 1,751,336. Of those, 887,738 lived in Chuvashia, 147,088 lived in Tataristan, 12,344 lived in Bashkurdisthan, and 532,677 in the Russian Federation. Tataristan and Bashkurdisthan are not included in this total. About 6,519 of them lived in other regions of the former Soviet Union.

CHUVASH WITHIN THE TURKIC LANGUAGE FAMILY

Among Turkic languages, Chuvashian has a special place because of its closeness to the Mongolian and Fin-Ugur languages. For this reason, it has taken quite a lot of argument to prove that Chuvashian is a Turkic language.

Although in 1828, Klaproth who in his work *Comparaison de la Langue des Tchouvaches Avec les Idioms Turks* and Schott, in 1841 in his doctorate thesis “De Lingua Tschuwaschorum” pointed out that Chuvashian was a Turkic language, Radloff (1882: 90) asserted the contrary (1924b: 775-776). Which is follows:

1. Step: Turkic words were spoiled; Gen.Tu. a> Chuv. ur. Gen.Tu.=ğer (stomach)> Chuv. hurım.

2. Step: It took time for Chuvashian to take the Turkic sounds properly; Gen.Tu. a> Chuv. ur. Gen.Tu. karındaş (brother/sister)> Chuv. hurıntaş.

3. Step: Chuvashian entirely Turkified. Turkic words are taken exactly the same way. Tu. a=Chuv. a. Chuv. karındaş “diaphragm; window”<Tat. karındaş (old tents windows were made of abdominal skin).

Radloff was not the only one who thought the same way. Levesque and Castrén also believed that Chuvashes were Turkified Fin-Ugors.

Chuvashian and its place were often argued in the twentieth century. Asmarin (1898: 19) and V. Grønbech (1902) compared Chuvashian forms with the Turkic forms. They stated that although Chuvashian receded from the old forms, it kept some of old characteristics.

Also, the relation between Chuvashian and Mongolian was one of the subjects that was discussed in this period. Németh was the first to oppose the Turkic-Mongolian language structure relation (1912: 549-576), later on (1913-14: 244) he accepted the language structure relation. He said Chuvashian carries both Turkic and Mongolian characteristics, and this sometimes comes out in the same word. Németh thought the common characteristics of Chuvashian and Mongolian manifested themselves because

---

of mutual influence between the two languages. In fact, Mongolians and Chuvashes never had a common geography and history.

Gombocz (1912: 188) said Chuvashian and Mongolian both followed an identical way and this formed a mutual influence between these two Turkic languages.

The most detailed studies about the position of Chuvashian was made by Ramstedt and his student Poppe. Ramstedt in his famous article (1922: 3-34) considered Chuvashian, Turkic and Mongolian had a direct relation with each other. All the Turkic languages had the same dialect. Chuvashian has a different dialect.

Ramstedt determined that, in general, Turkic “z/ş”=Chuvashian “r/l” equalities; “r” and “l” phonemics are primary, there is also “r” and “l” in Mongolian which is the same situation. Ramstedt’s point of view on the subject can be summarized as follows: In General Turkic, the letters “z” and “ş” are the same as “r” and “l” in the same words in Mongolian and Manchu-Tungus, as it is in Chuvashian. Chuvashian is a Turkic language, but Manchu-Tungus and Mongolian certainly aren’t Turkic. For this reason, we can’t think of a transition of the Turkic “z” phonemic to Chuvashian-Manchu-Tungus-Mongolian. Likewise, we can’t think of a transition from Turkic “ş” to the Chuvashian-Manchu-Tungus-Mongolian “l” (1922: 26-28). There can not be an independent Rotasizm or Lambdasizm realized in these languages (1922: 26-28).

Ramstedt was the first researcher who pointed out that many Altai equalities and Mongolian (first letters) “n-, ṅ-, d-, c-, ɣ” phonemics match each other.

After Ramstedt, the position of Chuvashian was discussed by his student Poppe (1924b: 775-777, 1974: 136). There are some points on which Poppe doesn’t agree with Ramstedt. He brought up the fact that Chuvashian was an independently progressed language, and although it carried old characteristics, it is also carried Bulgarian sound order as the third member of Altai language family that goes to Bulgarian Turkic as its main language. In Proto Turkic “z” and “ş” sound separated in Proto Chuvashian as “r” and “l” sound. Chuvashian is older than Proto and General Turkic, on the bases of the main structure and especially the oldness in the form and knowledge characteristics and vocabulary.

CHUVASH LANGUAGE

Bulgarian Turks who were the ancestors of Chuvashians were the first Turkic clan that immigrated to the West. They got separated from the Middle Asia Turkic community. This immigration is thought to have happened at the beginning of the Christian Era. For this reason, Chuvashian among the Turkic languages, is the oldest and represents Turkic all by itself.

Because Chuvashian was separated from the unity of the Turkic language in the period of first Turkic, which was a “r/l” language; it goes to Proto Chuvashian which is
a “r/l” language; on the other hand, all the Turkic dialects go to Proto Turkic which is a z/ş dialect. From this phonemic series, r/l are older than z and ş, for there are r and l instead of z and ş in the Mongolian-Manchu-Tungus and Korean languages, and in the World which past the Chuvashian from, Hungaria. For example: Chuv. şur “ilk yaz, ilk bahar (spring)”<Proto Chuv. *yăr=First Tu. *yăr=Proto Tu. yăz, Middle Tu. yăz, Trkm. yăz, Yak. săš, Halach. yăz=Mo. nair “fresh”<nair=Even. nel “spring”=Manchu. ṅārḥun “yeşil (green)”<Ko. nyerim “yaz (summer)”<*ńar-ım=Hung. nyār [når] “yaz (summer)”; Old Chuv. *kölek> Hung. kőlyök [köl’ök] “wolf cub”=Trkm. köşek “camel calf”=Mo. gölige “wolf cub”.

Chuvashian carries characteristics of Mongolian, Manchu-Tungus, Turkic and also Fin-Ugor languages. For this reason, proving that Chuvashian was a Turkic language took long arguments. In the middle of the last century, V. Radloff considered Chuvashian a Fin-Ugor language, which was Turkified throughout many years. This argument continued at the beginning of the twentieth century. G. Y. Németh thought that there was a lineage relationship between Chuvashian and Mongolian. Z. Gombocz also stated that Chuvashian and Mongolian followed the same pattern and built a bridge between Mongolian and Turkic languages.

Chuvashian is a r/l language (inside and end of the word) which was already mentioned above. Examples about the most distinctive phonetic characteristics of Chuvashian are also given above. The other characteristics of the Chuvashian phonetic are: d which is changed to y, z, t sounds are protected as d in the words or at the end of the words, has changed to r sounds in the dialects which are developed from Proto Turkic. (Chuv. hĩrhũ “sadness, anxiety”<* kadku=Old Tu. kadgu, Tu. kaygr; Chuv. yar- “to send”<*id=Old Tu. id); before i sound “t” change “ç”, “s” change “ş” (Chuv. çirî “live, alive”<*tirig=Old Tu. tirig, Tu. dirî, Chuv. šîna “blow fly”<*siğek=Middle Tu. siğek, Tu. sinek); word initial “y” sound changes to “ş” (Chuv. šul “road”<*yol=Old Tu. yol, Tu. yol); “ç” in all positions changes to “ş” (Chuv. uş- “to open”<*aç=Proto Tu. bėş, Old Tu. bêš, Tu. beş); before the first sound lip vowels mostly changes to v (Chuv. var “öz”<*ğr=Gen.Tu. öz, Chuv. viş- “to fly”<*uç=Old Tu., Tu. uç-); primery long vowels cause to changes without any rule (Chuv. kîvapa “belly”<*kôpek=Trkm. göbek, Tu. göbek, Chuv. çul “stone”<*tial=tâl=Trkm. dağ, Chuv. tul “external”<*tal=Old Tu. taş, Tu. düş), Chuv. şur “sedgy, slough, swampy”<*siar<*sâr (> Hung. sâr[şâr] “mud”)=Trkm. sâzłâk “sedgy, rush-bed”, Tu. sâz “marsh plant”).

CHUVASH ALPHABET

| A a a | Б б б |
| Ă ā ĭ | B b v |
The distinctive properties of the Chuvash language vowels are the special indications caused by the primary syllables and distinguishable *e/*ė sounds. This is why, it is accepted that there are eighteen vowels for the Proto Chuvash language.

Proto Chuv. *ā: Proto Chuvash *ā vowel, generally changed as u, i, ı sounds with *a sounds in the first syllable. These different indications are tried to be explained with the assumption and stress of two different *a sounds under the effect of the latter u, i, l, r, y sounds. a> u interchange is generally seen in the borrowed words. However, the u and i sounds in place of the a vowel are seen in both native and borrowed words. From a different point of view, *ā was changed as u and *a was changed as y. These words do not have the same length as those of the other Turkic languages. It is understood that
change of *ā, a> u in Chuvash language was a long period and the primary sound of the u sound which emerged in the early period changed as y just like the primary vowel.


Special indications caused by the *ā vowel in the Proto Chuvash language are:

y- insertion, front gutturalization: *açı- “to get a bitter taste, to get a sour taste”> *ıaçı- > *yaçı- > *yeçi- > *yüšt-.

v- insertion: *aç- “to get hungry”> ıç- > višt-.

t-: *tāl “stone”> *tial > *çal > çul.

s-: *sāri “yellow” > *sari> şuri, şur “white”.

k> = o> y-: *kāl “to stay” > *hāl > *aľ > *yal- > yul-.

Vowel insertion at the end of the word: *sag “right” > svišt.

Proto Chuv. a: Generally changed as u in the first syllable and less frequently as i, ĭ sounds. *bar- “to arrive” > pur-, *tol- “to fill up” > tul-, *kara “black” > hura, *kap- “to grab” > hup-, *kamul “bamboo” > hımıl.

There are some examples of *a being gutturalized: *yaŋ “new” > şmī, *saç “hair” > şüss, *bagır “chest” > piver.

In Proto Chuvash, *a vowel was preserved except the first the syllable or changed as ĭ sound: *karan “caldron” > huran, känäch “cream” > hîyma, *kāpak “cover” > hupšt.

*a sound except the first syllable is seen as i, ĭ, e in the front guttural words: *buğday “wheat” > pîri, *saçak “roof tree” > süss, *kuňal “sun” > hıvel.

Proto Chuv. ė: *ē vowel that can only be in the first syllable generally changed as i, ĭ sounds in the Chuvash language and less frequently as a sound just like the *ē, *e vowels: *ēki “two” > VB eki > ıkkı, *ēr “early” > ĭr, *yē “to eat” > śi-, *ēkir “twin” > yikır, *ēlik “threshold” > alik, *ēn “width” > an, *kēč “night” > kas.

Special indications caused by the *ē vowel in the Chuvash language are:

y- insertion: *ēl “country” > yal.

Tri-vocalization: *yēt- “yedekte götürmek” > šavšt-.

Vowel insertion at the end of the word: *yēŋ “sleeve” > şanšt.
Proto Chuv. *ě: It is only in the first syllable. It did not cause special indications just like the *ě vowel. It was generally changed as i, ĭ sounds: *ěşid- “to hear” > itle-, ĭlt-, *yêr “ground” > šir, *yêgirmi “twenty” > širîm, *yêrt- “to suffice” > šîr.

Proto Chuv. *ē: *ē vowel, which can only be found in the first syllable in the Proto Chuvash language, is regularly changed as the a vowel: *ētük “boots” > atĩ, *bēr “gland” > par, *kēkîr- “to burp” > kakîr-, *kēb- “to chew” > *kēb-le- > kav-le-.

Special indications caused by the *ē vowel are:
y- insertion: *ēngek “cheek” > yanah “chin”.

Proto Chuv. *e: *e sound of the Proto Chuvash language changed as a vowel except in the first syllable and some other conditions it was preserved except the first syllable: *ek- “to plant” > ak-, *elîg “hand” > ali, egîr- “to spin” > avîr-, *seb- “to love” > sav-, *elîg “griddle” > Chuv. ala, *kele- “to talk” > kala-, *çecèg “flower” > šeške, *üleç- “to share” > valeš-.

Proto Chuv. ĭ: ĭ vowel that can only be in the first syllable in the Proto Chuvash language generally changed as i, ĭ sounds as front guttural as and sometimes it changed as i, ĭ. There are few *ī vowels which do not cause special indications in the Chuvash language: *çîpgan “pustule” > şîpan, sîlç “to swell” > şîs-.

Special indications caused by the *ī vowel in the Proto Chuvash language are:


Vowel insertion at the end of the word: *î “dog” > yatî, *î “folk song” > yurî.


*i> a change also be seen with the effect of stress except the first syllable: *ağîr “mouth” > şiwar.

*i loss can also be seen except the first syllable: *kurch- “to dry” > hîr- > *talîk “to exit” > tuh-, *kîlç “sword” > hîsh.

Rear guttural *ɨ phoneme is most common: *ɨ “candidiasis”> yɨh, *ɨrəje “impost”> yɨrnə, *ɨl ~ *sɨl “tooth”> şɨl, *sɨl- “to pee”> şɨr-

Special indications caused by the ɨ vowel are:


Vowel insertion at the end of the word: *ɨ “iɡ”> yɨke, *ɨn “cave, lair”> yɨnɨ, *bɨr “one”> pɨrre, pɨr.

As another example *ɨ> x: *tɨrek “backbone”> çarak.

Proto Chuv. *i: It is shown as the ɨ, i phonemes just like the *ɨ phoneme: *tɨl- “to split”> çɨl-, *tɨtre- “to shiver”> çɨre-, *tɨyək “cow”> źne, *bɨl- “to know”> bɨl-, *iç- “to drink”> iş-


*i phoneme except the first syllable generally shown as ɨ depending on the change of ɨ and regular change of e> a in the Chuvash language: yeř “seven”> šiççɨ, *sekɨr “eight”> šakiř, *sεl- “hand”> alɨ, *elik “threshold”> alik.

Drop of the *ɨ phoneme except the first syllable can also be seen: *tɛrɨ “skin”> tɨr, *kəlçɨ- “to scratch”> hɨş-

Proto Chuv. ə: There are different indications according to the place, the first or secondary sound in the first syllable. When it is in the first sound, it inserted a v- sound in front of itself just like the other vowel and this is independent from the vowel quantity: əř “harvest”> vur-, *ən “ten”> vunni, vuni, vun, *ôyu “game”> vɨyɨ, ôtuŋ “wood”> vutɨ, *ôt “fire”> vut.

When it is the second sound, ə> u, y, ɨ: *bən “neck”> mɨy, *bɨl- “to be”> pul-, *yəl “road”> şul, *sɨra- “to ask, to seek”> şira-

Special indications caused by the ə vowel in the Proto Chuvash language are:

s- change: *sɨra- “to ask, to seek”> *siura-> şura-> şura-, *tôŋ- ~ *sôŋ- *siun> şɨn-

Becoming front guttural: *yərɨ- “to walk”> şuɾe-

Proto Chuv. *o: It is shown with the insertion of the v- or ɨ, i, u phonemes when it is in the first syllable or is the first sound, and with the ɨ, u phonemes when it is the second sound: *orta “middle”> viṭa, *otur “thirty”> viṭr, *ot “grass”> vutɨ, *oŋ- “to get
better”> ḳ renown”> uhí, ḳoɣul “son”> ivíl, ḳoŋur “bug”> hínír, ḳod- “to put”> hur-. Sometimes, when it is the first sound ḳo> φ: ḳoɭur- “oturmak”> lar-.

Proto Chuv. õ: The length of the primary ḳo phoneme can be seen in the Chuvash language. It changed as aví, íva (~> va) phrases through becoming rear guttural in the first and second sound: ḳoš- “to blow”> ḳoys-> ḳoyús- avíš-, ḳoř- “to warble”> ḳört-> ḳoyúr- avíř-, ḳoř “own, self”> ḳoyúr> ḳıvar> var, ḳi “choler”> ḳyúr> ḳoyúr> ḳıvar> vat, ḳoık “belly”> ḳoıyye> ḳıvap, ḳıök “sky, blue”> ḳık “cinder”> ḳık “kívk, ḳık “cinders”> ḳık> ḳık “cinder”> ḳıkvar, ḳıört “four”> ḳıört> ḳıört> ḳıvati.

 Phonetic is shown as ̃u in some words: ḳoð “lake”> küli, ḳoɭ “to split”> pül-.

Proto Chuv. ũ: It is shown as v- insertion when in the second sound in the first syllable and as u, ũ, i, ı phonemes when in the second sound in the: ḳől- “to die”> vil-, ḳört- “to robe”> víl-, ḳőg- “to learn”> vîren-, ḳoç “garbage”> šîpî, šîp, ḳök “base”> kîk, ḳök “chest”> kîkîr, ḳok “soul, heart”> kîmîl, ḳîk “to pour”> tîk-, ḳîk “to see”> kūr-.

Proto Chuv. ū: It is seen with y- or v- insertions in the first sound of the first syllable: ũ> yi- (ši-, ši-) ḳûn “flour”> ḳiun> ḳyum> ḳyumk> ḳım “sleep”> ḳûr> yuavr> ḳyuwr> šîvîr-, ḳîva “lair”> ḳıyva> yîva.

 ḳû> vî-, vî-, vî-: ḳurıl- “to argue, to fight”> vîr-, ḳuç “three”> vî, ḳû “to woof”> vula-.

 ḳû phoneme was changed as y, ũ phonemes and íva phrase in the second sound of the first syllable: ḳuŋ “yun”> šîm, ḳůb “water”> šîv, ḳût “salt”> tuyr> tuyur> tûvor> tîvor.

Special indications caused by the ũ vowel in the Proto Chuvash language are:

 ḳu> Ż: ḳub “water”> siuwr> šîv.

Proto Chuv. ū: It changed as vî, vî phrases in the first sound of the first syllable, and as i, ı vowels in the second sound: ḳuɾaŋ “far away”> vîrah, ḳuç “to fly”> vî-, ḳük “ear”> hîla, ḳurçaŋ> pîrša “chickpea, bean”, ḳur “ice”> pîr, ḳuñaŋ “sun”> hîvel, ḳulur “cloud”> pül. As an example ḳu-> φ: ḳub- “to crumble”> va-n- “to crumble”, va- “to make crumble”.

Except the first syllable, ḳu phoneme are shown with u, ũ, ı vowels: ḳuru “calf”> pîru, ḳoŋur “bug”> hínír, ḳulur “cloud”> pül.

Proto Chuv. *ũ: It changed as *vĩ, vĩ phrases in the first sound of the first syllable, and as i, e vowels in the second sound and syllables other than the first: *ũr “upper side”> vir, *ũt- “to burn”> vĩr-, *ũy “hundred”> šũrĩ, *ũkũ “heart”> kũmũk, *ũrũ “to kill”> vĩr-.

Becoming rear guttural of the *ũ phoneme is common: *sũũ “bayonet”> sũũ “dard”, *ẽũ “boot”> atĩ.

CONSONANTS

The most distinctive peculiarity of the Chuvash language consonants is that l and r Turkic sounds within and at the end of the word are preserved. The Chuvash language is similar to other Altai languages (Mongolian, Manchu-Tungus and Korean) due to this peculiarity and represents the Western Turkic language. These two sounds changed as ş and z sounds respectively in the Turkic languages (Eastern Turkic) other than the Chuvash language:

Early Turkic l: *tā “stone”> Chuv. çul, Mo. çilağun, Gen.Tu. taš; Early Tu. ńāl “tears”> Chuv. šul, Mo. nilbusun, Gen.Tu. yaš.


Proto Chuv. *d: One of the distinctive peculiarities of the Chuvash language phonetics is that *d sound within or at the end of the word in the Proto Chuvash language changed as r except the cases where it is before the r sound. As known, this sound is d, t, z, y in other Turkic languages: *hadağ “foot”> ura, *kədəğ “beech”> hurin, *kədəğ “sadness”> hərhə. However, in the *d-r scheme, *d sound changed as y: *adr- “to separate”> uyĩr-, *adər “stud”> iyiř, *stur- “siyrmak”> siyur-.

*d vowel changed as t at the end of the word, before the past time suffix, and sometimes by similarization to the t vowel of the suffix and after r, l, n vowels within or at the end of the word: *έsid- “to hear”> ilt-, iltle-; *kəndur “beaver”> hĩnɨr, *kəndik “belly”> kũntɨk, *yol-da “on the road”> šul-ta, *kər-da “on the rural area”> hir-te.

Proto Chuv. *b-, *-b-: It changed as p- at the beginning of the word and as v within and at the end of the word: *bęs “five”> pilk, *bər “existenz, belongs”> pur, *bĕr- “to give”> par-, *bəy “thousand”> pin, *eb-le-n- “to marry”> avlan-, *seb- “to love”> sav-, *çebr- “to turn”> šavir-.
Proto Chuv. *ç-, *-ç-, *-ç: It is always š: *çöp “garbage”> šüpî, *çığan “pustule”> şıpan, *űç “three”> vištî, aç- “to open”> uš-, *keç- “to pass”> kaš-, *köç- “to migrate”> kuš-

Proto Chuv. *-g-, *-g, *g-, *g-: They generally fall except some examples in which it changed as v in inter-vowels cases:

*ğ, *g>v: *sâğ “right”> sîvî, *ağul “son”> ivîl, *bağır “chest”> pîver, *teğir- “to turn”> tavîr-.


Proto Chuv. *k-, *-k-, *-k: It generally changed as h- at the beginning of the word. However, in few examples k- fell and y- inserted because of the long vowel.


*k> ş: *kaysuda “where”> iştâ, *kaysudan “from where”> iştan.

*k consonant was preserved in cases where it is within the word and inter-vowels or changed as -hh- twin consonant: *tokur “nine”> tîkîr> tihrî, *saḵîr “resin”> suḵîr.

It changed as h in cases where it is within the word or next to a consonant: *kašak “ear”> hîlha, bulan- “to blur”> pilhan-, *yumkaš “floc”> şîmha.

*k consonant fell and changed as h. When falling occurs, primary ğ consonant can be used for the Proto Altai language: *burça “tare”> pîrşa, *bors “badger”> *puris> puršî. But, *baḵ- “to look”> pîh-, *iđuḵ “sacred”> yîrîh, *aḵ- “to flow”> yuh-.

Proto Chuv. *k-, *-k-, *k-: It was preserved within and at the end of the word and changed as *k- consonant at the end of the word in some cases. It is also demonstrated as -kk- twin consonants within the word: *kele- “to talk”> kala-, *kőpek “belly”> kîvapa, *kümîl “silver”> kîmîl, *kêkir- “to burp”> kakîr-, *ekê “sister”> akka, *sekîr “eight”> sakîr, *elîk “threshold”> alîk, *koḵ “sky”> kîvak, *çêtük “boot”> atî, *iņek “cow”> īne, *iņeţek “blow fly”> şîna.

Proto Chuv. *m-, *-m: It was preserved in every cases: *kümîl “silver”> kîmîl, *semîr “fatty”> samîr, kem “who”> kam, em- “to suck”> īm-. 
Proto Chuv. *-n-, *-n: It was preserved within the word: *kündur “beaver”> hîntir, *ântık- “to swear”> întîh-.


Proto Chuv. *-û-, *-û: It changed as n or m by either treated as primary n phoneme or as y (~∅ at the end of the word) or v by treated as primary y phoneme: *kānaŋ “cream”> hîyama, *tôn “mud”> tîm, *kôn- “to burn”> kû-, kî- “to get sour, to fermente (for milk)”, *bôn “neck”> mîy, *kôn “lap”> hû, hûm, hûvî, *kuŋal “sun”> hîvel.

Proto Chuv. *-p-, *-p: It was preserved in any case: *koŋeŋ “belly”> kîvapa, *çûŋ “blow fly”> şîpun, *kâpar “to swell”> hîpar-, *tûp “base, basis”> tîp, *kap- “to grab”> hîp-.

Proto Chuv. *s-, *s-, *s: It was preserved in any case; however, it changed as ş before the primary and secondary t, i sounds: *ses “sound”> sasî, *kes- “to cut”> kas-, *bas- “to push”> bus-.


Proto Chuv. *t-, *-t, *-t: It was preserved in any case; however it changed as ç before the primary and secondary t, i vowels: *teŋ “denk”> tan, *tap- “to kick”> tîp-, *tîpra> tîpra, *êtük “boots”> atî, *kûntûr “day”> këntîr, otur “thirty”> vîtî, ot “grass”> utî.


*t- consonant changed as ş over s in some cases: *tîl “tooth”> *sišîl> şîl, *toŋ- “to freeze”> *sonj> şîn-.

Proto Chuv. *y-, *-y, *-y: It changed as ś when placed at the beginning of the word: *yê- “to eat”> šî-, *yîlan “snake”> şîlen, *yûr “spring”> şûr.

*y phoneme changed as -v- when placed next to primary lip vowels if within the word. In other cases, it was preserved (also next to secondary lip vowels):

*-y-> -v-: *küye “moth”> kīve, *koyuğ “dark”> yīvī.
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